
Ontech GSM

PROPERTIES 
-  Remotely control master unit and up to 7 extra units 

individually with GSM.
- Relays for main power, 230 V, 16A.
- Control manually, by telephone calls or by SMS.
- Timer function for relays.
- Two alarm inputs on master unit and two on each 

extra unit. 
- Alerting by sending SMS to up to 10 receivers.
- Will automatically  alert when temperature drops 

below 5 degrees C.
- Will on request send SMS with status (see below).
- No separate power needed, but back up battery can 

be connected in case of failure of main power.
- Plug and play installation 
- All kind of SIM card can be used.

Control remotely and alert over GSM nControl remotely and alert over GSM netetworkwork

All SMS contains:
- If the alarm function is activated.
-  Which alarms that has been activated since last 

confirmation.
- Which alarm sensors that are active.
- Which extra units the master units has radio contact 

with and the status of each relay.
- If the temperature watch is activated.
- The actual temperature

Retailer

For more information, contact Ondico AB.  www.ondico.se  Tel +46 31 260021

Product sheet

With Ontech GSM Mini 9009  you can simply 
remotly control radiators, alarm horns, pumps 
or other electrical equipment in your summer 
house, your working place or other locations. 

Just plug in your equipment in Ontech 9009 and 
where ever you are you can remotely control it.

Ontech 9009 is also equipped with two alarm 
inputs and it alerts you with SMS.  There is also a 
temperature watch.

You can use all kind of SIM cards!

Ontech Relay 9010  is an optional unit that is 
controlled by  Ontech 9009 with short range 
radio.  Up to 7 extra units can be connected and 
individually controlled by Ontech 9009. Of 
course the extra units have two alarm inputs 
each.
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